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US Naval Hospital (NH) Rota, Spain’s COVID 19 experience included being within a 
country with the world’s highest daily death rate.  In order to anticipate ways in 
which COVID might enter the hospital, impact the staff’s ability to provide care, and 
adversely affect Force Health Protection mission, NH Rota had to anticipate and 
provide highly reliable mechanisms to remove variance from how testing was per-
formed and leverage host nation relationships.   

 Discuss Naval Hospital Rota’s challenges to keep COVID out of their hospital 

 Fundamental details required to anticipate entryways for COVID, patient and 
staff screening and evolving testing dynamics 

 Identify barriers to testing in longitudinal and binational retrospect. 

 Demonstrate process maps for each testing algorithm that kept COVID from 
impacting hospital services 

First, NH Rota began screening and then testing appropriate individuals as early as 

March 2020.  Lack of in-house testing required either coordinated military flights to 

a regional military medical center, which was conducted with great success.  How-

ever, in the earliest phases the testing also involved hand-carrying a nasal swab to 

the closest lab 2 hours away with host nation support, a noted Global Health En-

gagement success (pictured below).  In addition, any patient admitted to the hospi-

tal, to include obstetrics, as well as a consensus pathway for testing Emergency 

Room patients resulted in avoiding unnecessary diagnostic imaging use and a 

streamlined process (imaged right).  Furthermore, NH Rota staff were tested for the 

antibody prior to resuming full hospital function to mitigate potential for asympto-

matic COVID transmission to other staff or patients.  Finally, as the testing dynamic 

evolved, Antigen was incorporated into the testing algorithms, with continued use 

of external screening tents (imaged bottom left).   

In total, NH Rota was able to effectively keep COVID from adversely impacting any 

patient care with zero evidence for COVID transmission within NH Rota and no ad-

verse patient events, a testament to a proactive multimodal COVID testing model.   

Testing Algorithms were created and 

modified, using easy to follow flow-

charts as seen on the right.  As the 

testing landscape evolved and evidence 

based approaches developed, novel 

testing methods that remained current 

with higher authority guidance was kept 

contemporary, evolving from a single 

algorithm to six algorithms prepared to 

keep COVID out of the hospital when 

possible.   

 

 


